The illegal shipment of e-waste from the European Union to China and other developing countries provides an example of complex and serious environmental crime. Over the past decade or more, cross-border transport of e-waste to third countries has increased significantly and China represents the largest downstream destination for e-waste exported from North America and Europe. Despite the fact that the import of e-waste into China has been officially banned since 2000, a UNODC\(^1\) estimate implies that around 8 million tonnes of e-waste is imported illegally into China every year. The impacts of e-waste trade are pervasive in the sites of e-waste management in China, where contamination of air, soil, water and biota is considerable. Environmental impacts have generated a significant public health threat, with spill-over to surrounding areas through water and food systems. Employing large numbers of local and migrant workers, WEEE shipments have transformed social realities for people living in parts of China.

The case study examines the illegal activity of e-waste shipment from the EU to China from a number of aspects, including the extent of the illegal activity, the main institutions involved at the different governance levels, the different stakeholders, the links to organised crime, the motivations and drivers behind the illegal activates, the key impacts of e-waste in China and the key groups of victims.

The legal framework, both in the EU and China, of e-waste shipments is also presented and the effectiveness of these regulations is analysed. The current EU legislative framework to fight illegal e-waste shipments, which translates the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal into EU law, includes mainly the Waste Shipment Regulation (WSR) and the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive. Even though extensive amendments have been recently introduced to both regulations in order to improve enforcement and inspection, gaps and weaknesses still remain.
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The case study is based on qualitative empirical analysis, including desk research and a limited number of interviews.

**Policy Implications and Recommendations for the EU**

The case study suggests that the recently introduced amendments to the WSR and WEEE Directive have the potential to improve inspection and enforcement on the ground, though its success will highly depend on the willingness of the individual Member States to provide the necessary resources (such as budget and staff) to implement the new provisions in a meaningful way. Furthermore, given the complexity of the e-waste problem and its inter-linkage to broader waste and materials management and product design, approaches beyond enforcement and inspections are needed to deal adequately with the illegal shipment problem.

Building on the knowledge gathered during the completion of the case study the following policy responses are proposed which could provide an effective solution to tackle the illegal e-waste shipment:

- EU policy makers should make the fight against transnational e-waste crimes (and other transnational crimes related to the ‘grey environment’) a priority, thereby providing for instance for substantial and permanent budgets for international police and customs cooperation.
- The EU could facilitate cooperation among national authorities and support initiatives such as setting up of a list of contact points of national prosecutors, sharing by national practitioners of relevant case law best practices and establishing joint investigation teams by national competent authorities specifically focusing on the illegal e-waste shipments.
- The focus of EU policy makers should not only be on strict crimes but also on activities that are on a thin line between legal and illegal.
- The EU should encourage national authorities even further to introduce a more integrated approach towards enforcement whereby inspection activities downstream in the e-waste chain (e.g. at EEE outlets) and inspection activities in more upstream segments of the chain (e.g. in ports) mutually support and inform each other.
- Approaches are needed that enhance regulation of the (informal) recycling industry in developing countries in order to avoid environmental harm from inadequate disposal of e-waste. The EU could support establishing collection and recycling facilities in developing countries, thereby looking for funding by electronic producers in the EU within the context of extended producer responsibility.
- Policies are needed that are even more than now directed towards the prevention or reduction of e-waste through reducing toxics or replacing them all together, making products environmentally friendly and easier to dismantle and recycle, but also towards the reduction of consumption of electronic and electrical tools in Europe.
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